
RRIPO ROLE MODEL AWARDS 
Presented at Assembly: 5 March 2021 

Gr First +S Value Reason for Award 

PC Ariana M Pride  For taking great care in the presentation of all her work. Well done Ariana! 

PC Lewis T Respect For always being a kind friend inside the classroom and in the playground. Keep up the great work Lewis! 

PP Ayaan T Responsibility For looking after his friends during play time! Thank you for being SO kind Ayaan!  

PP Clara B Pride For working hard, taking care and trying your best in everything you do! Awesome effort Clara!  

PS Jade R Optimism For being so brave coming into the classroom every morning. Well done Jade! 

PS Anisha C Respect For always being so kind and caring towards her classmates and teachers. Thank you for being a great role model, Anisha! 

PU Cooper B Responsibility For always thoughtfully completing all learning tasks to the best of your ability. Keep up the great work Cooper! 

PU Zamira S Optimism For always trying your hardest during all learning tasks with a smile on your face. Great job Zazzy! 

1C Noah G Respect For always trying his best and showing respect to his teachers and his friends. Awesome work Noah, keep it up! 

1C Ariana D Optimism For coming to school with a smile and a positive attitude each morning.  Keep it up Ariana! 

1D Karamvir M Optimism For always approaching his school work with a smile and a positive attitude. Keep it up Karam! 

1D Willow C Pride For always presenting her work beautifully and trying her best in everything she does. Great work Willow! 

1M Noa F Responsibility For the fabulous effort you always put towards all your learning, especially your writing. Well done Noa! 

1M Nela Y Pride For always taking great care and trying your hardest with your work. Keep up the amazing effort Nela! 

1S Joseph D Respect For always helping his classmates and teachers around the classroom and being a great friend to everyone. Thanks Joseph! 

1S Evie K Pride For always taking pride in her work, to complete it to the best of her ability. Fantastic effort Evie, keep it up! 

1Y Ryan R Responsibility For consistently reading at home and working hard on his reading at school. What an amazing effort Ryan! 

1Y Brooke L Pride For taking great care with her bookwork and making sure she does her best at all times. Well done Brooke! 

2C Ella Z Integrity  For always doing the right thing in the classroom and playground. 

2C Jude W Optimism  For giving new things a go, even when it’s challenging! 

2D Rayan E Optimism For coming to school with a smile on his face and an optimistic approach so he’s ready to give new things a go. Fantastic, Rayan! 

2D Hamish O Pride For always trying his best and completing his work to a high standard. Excellent work, Hamish! 

2G Sofia S Optimism For always coming to school with a great attitude and giving everything a go. 

2G Alex G Optimism For always giving everything a go and taking risks in his learning. 

2N Angus B Respect For always using his manners and treating others with kindness and respect. 

2N Angelique V Optimism For approaching all of her learning with a positive attitude and never giving up. Great effort Angelique! 

3B Leena B Optimism For always having a big smile on her face and making her friends laugh. 

3B Luke L Respect For always treating his teachers and peers with respect and kindness. Well done. 
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3F Grace D Responsibility For consistently doing her homework and always completing it to a high standard. 

3F Marcus W Responsibility For completing his homework regularly and always coming to school with a positive attitude. 

3G Jack Q Optimism For always having a bright and sunny energy in the classroom. 

3G Jaden T Pride For always finishing your work off neatly and beautifully.  

3M Cas A Pride For taking care to finish his work to a high standard and to the best of his ability. Keep it up Cas! 

3M Emma L Responsibility For working hard to finish her work within the time limit. Well done Emma! 

4E Natasha K Respect For always showing impeccable manners to her peers and teachers. So proud of you Natasha! 

4E Flora T Pride For taking care to finish her work to a high standard and to the best of her ability. Keep aiming high Flora! 

4K Peter V Responsibility Showing maturing in remembering and completing their morning job that Mr Roberts assigned them.  

4K Jamieson M Responsibility Showing maturing in remembering and completing their morning job that Mr Roberts assigned them.  

4TF Eva T Respect For consistently demonstrating respect, kindness, and beautiful manners in our classroom. We are so proud of you Eva, keep smiling! 

4TF Arden Pride For demonstrating great pride in his bookwork and for giving 100%, particularly in Reading. Keep striving high! 

5E Anastasia B Optimism For never giving up when faced with a challenge. 

5E Charlotte  J  Optimism For always being a friendly and kind classmate to her peers. 

5P Anna D Responsibility For being a conscientious student, consistently completing your weekly homework and including extra tasks. Well done Anna! 

5P Ario  G Optimism For bringing a positive attitude to Interschool Sport and having a go at something new. Great approach Ario! 

6A Matisse F Integrity For communicating openly and honestly with her teachers to solve problems. 

6A Armin A Optimism  For showing a bright and optimistic attitude starting at a new school, and making lots of new friends. 

6I Annabelle W Responsibility  For always completing her work to an excellent standard! 

6I Roman E Respect For always treating his teachers and peers with kindness and respect. 

6K Ethan K Responsibility For always making excellent choices when it comes to his learning. 

6K Kara C Optimism For always coming to school with a positive attitude and having the confidence to contribute to class discussions. 

Mandarin Elly H - 4TF Optimism  For being optimistic and approaching tasks with a great attitude. 

Perform.Art Charlotte Y - 1C Optimism For giving everything a go and never giving up. What a great attitude, Charlotte! 

PE William J - 6I Respect For helping peers to improve their batting technique during games of Rounders.  

STEM Oscar B - 1M Pride For producing an amazingly detailed and labelled scientific drawing of a leaf. 

Visual Arts Jack C - 1C Pride For completing an amazing animal collage, based on the work of Laurel Burch! 

 


